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Part 1: Further information pertaining to the paper’s models 

 

Summary data for weather variables 

 

 
Figure A1: Locations of temperature (red) and precipitation (blue) stations across SEQ. 

 

Table A1. Summary statistics for weather variables 

 Mean temp. Precipitation 

Range 10.1 °C, 32.2 °C 0mm, 175.2mm 

Median 21 °C 0.2 mm 

5
th

 and 95
th

 percentiles 13.9 °C, 26.3 °C 0mm, 16.9mm 
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Figure A2. Daily mean temperature, South East Qld, 2004-2013 

 

Figure A3. Daily mean precipitation, South East Qld, 2004-2013
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Autocorrelation functions 

 

Figure A4. Autocorrelation function plots by years of the residuals of: standard regression 

(A), AR-1 regression (B) and switching model (C).   

Figure A4 shows the autocorrelation functions for each model by year. The years 2007 and 

2009 were consistently least well fit across all models. These years had anomalous weather 

patterns which may contribute to the relatively poor fit in these years. Figure A5 shows the 

autocorrelation function plots and cumulative periodogram for the residuals of each of the 

models. This figure demonstrates the superior fit of the switching model over the regression 

models as the outbreak phase managed the lag-1 autocorrelation in cases and no residual 

seasonal pattern was observed in the cumulative periodogram. 
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Figure A5: Cumulative periodograms (top) and autocorrelation function plots (bottom) for 

the residuals of the standard regression (A), AR-1 regression (B) and switching model (C).   
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Sensitivity analyses 

 

We ran the switching models with only one weather predictor variable – temperature or precipitation 

– to examine the effects of each predictor variable without the influence of the other.  Table A2 shows 

parameter estimates and credible intervals for each of these models.  

 

Table A2. Parameter estimates, mean percent change, credible intervals and p-values for 

precipitation-only and temperature-only switching models  

 

 Precipitation model  Temperature model 

Variable 
Mean % change  

(95% CrI) 

p Mean % change  

(95% CrI) 

p 

Mean temperature 1 — — 6.8 (-9.7, 26.2) 0.448 

Mean temperature 2 — — 38.0 (29.4, 47.6) <0.001 

Mean temperature 3 — — 48.9 (31.1, 69.2) <0.001 

Precipitation 1 67.2 (6.4, 156.2) 0.024 — — 

Precipitation 2 132.8 (59.2, 227.8) <0.001 — — 

Precipitation 3 -13.9 (-45.2, 31.0) 0.511 — — 

Time 8.7 (6.4, 11.2) <0.001 10.4 (8.0, 12.7) <0.001 

Time
2
 9.6 (6.8, 12.4) <0.001 9.3 (6.6, 12.1) <0.001 

Public holiday -52.4 (-57.8, -46.4) <0.001 -50.2 (-55.9, -44.1) <0.001 

Test change 11.5 (0.3, 24.3) 0.046 11.7 (0.5, 24.0) 0.041 

Tuesday -17 (-21.6, -12.1) <0.001 -14.8 (-19.3, -10.0) <0.001 

Wednesday -20.8 (-25.2, -16.0) <0.001 -18.6 (-23.0, -13.9) <0.001 

Thursday -26.5 (-30.7, -22.2) <0.001 -24.1 (-28.3, -19.8) <0.001 

Friday -31.4 (-35.4, -27.2) <0.001 -29.6 (-33.6, -25.5) <0.001 

Saturday -61.3 (-63.8, -58.6) <0.001 -60.5 (-63.1, -57.7) <0.001 

Sunday -64.4(-66.9, -61.8) <0.001 -64.2 (-66.6, -61.6) <0.001 

 

 

The precipitation model estimated a 55.1% (95% CrI = 34.2%, 79.4%) increase in cases per 10 mm 

increase in precipitation, and the temperature model estimated a 86.2% (95% CrI = 77.9%, 94.8%) 

increase per 5 °C increase in mean temperature. Both estimates are elevated compared to estimates of 

24.1% and 45.4% respectively from the model with both temperature and rainfall, however this is 

expected as the models attempt to explain as much variance as possible with the predictor variables. 

The precipitation model potentially over-predicted outbreaks, modelling 55% of days using an 

autoregressive term, while the temperature model potentially under-predicted outbreaks, using the 

autoregressive model for only 14% of days, compared to 22% of days for the model using both 

temperature and rainfall. 
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All three models showed little autocorrelation in the residuals and no residual seasonal patterns 

however, suggesting that switching models are effective in controlling autocorrelation and outbreaks, 

removing extraneous seasonality (Figure A6).  

 

Figure A6. Cumulative periodograms (top) and autocorrelation function plots (bottom) for the 

residuals of the precipitation (A), temperature (B) and precipitation and temperature 

switching models (C).   

The model with both temperature and precipitation scored the lowest DIC at 137 points 

below the temperature model and 174 points below the precipitation model (a difference of 

10 is considered substantial).
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Table A3. Parameter estimates, mean percent change, credible intervals and p-values for the three models 

 Standard regression  AR-1 regression Switching 

Variable 
Mean % change  

(95% CrI) 

p Mean % change  

(95% CrI) 

p Mean % change  

(95% CrI) 

p 

Mean temperature 1 4.8 (-7.9, 18.3) 0.467 5.0 (-6.9, 18.6) 0.420 6.1 (-9.1, 23.7) 0.48 

Mean temperature 2 27.1 (21.0, 33.7) <0.001 23.1 (17.2, 29.2) <0.001 20.9 (13.5, 28.6) <0.001 

Mean temperature 3 46.8 (34.5, 60.3) <0.001 39.3 (27.6, 51.8) <0.001 21.2 (8.4, 35.8) <0.01 

Precipitation 1 26.1 (6.1, 50.9) 0.010 19.0 (-0.2, 41.4) 0.052 26.7 (2.7, 57.6) 0.03 

Precipitation 2 25.1 (9.9, 42.7) 0.001 19.8 (5.0, 36.2) 0.006 50.3 (25.6, 77.4) <0.000 

Precipitation 3 16.3 (0.9, 34.3) 0.039 11.7 (-3.3, 28.5) 0.126 12.7 (-5.6, 33.5) 0.18 

Autoregressive-1 — — 0.0 (0.0, 0.0) <0.001 — — 

Time 10.1 (8.2, 12.0) <0.001 8.6 (6.7, 10.6) <0.001 13.3 (10.6, 15.8) <0.001 

Time
2
 9.2 (7.0, 11.4) <0.001 8.1 (6.0, 10.3) <0.001 12.3 (9.8, 14.9) <0.001 

Public holiday -50.3 (-55.9, -44.2) <0.001 -49.0 (-54.8, -42.8) <0.001 -51.6 (-57.2, -45.5) <0.001 

Test change 21.6 (11.8, 32.1) <0.001 16.1 (6.5, 26.4) 0.001 0.4 (-11.4, 12.2) 0.90 

Tuesday -11.1 (-15.7, -6.3) <0.001 -20.9 (-25.3, -16.3) <0.001 -14.6 (-19.1, -9.8) <0.001 

Wednesday -15.3 (-19.7, -10.7) <0.001 -23.5 (-25.3, -16.3) <0.001 -18.7 (-23.2, -14.0) <0.001 

Thursday -21.8 (-26.0, -17.4) <0.001 -28.9 (-32.9, -24.8) <0.001 -24.4 (-28.6, -20.0) <0.001 

Friday -27.7 (-31.8, -23.5) <0.001 -33.6 (-37.5, -29.6) <0.001 -29.8 (-33.8, -25.5) <0.001 

Saturday -59.6 (-62.2, -56.8) <0.001 -62.4 (-64.8, -59.6) <0.001 -60.6 (-63.2, -57.8) <0.001 

Sunday -64.1 (-66.6, -61.4) <0.001 -64.4 (-66.8, -61.9) <0.001 -64.3 (-66.7, -61.6) <0.001 
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Comparison of modelled outbreaks and government surveillance outbreaks  

 

The outbreaks detected by the model (Figure A7) were compared to the timing of outbreaks 

reported by OzFoodNet, a government agency which monitors and reports on foodborne 

diseases, to assess the model’s ability to detect known outbreaks (Table A4). 

 

The model detected many of the outbreaks reported by OzFoodNet, although the model’s 

outbreaks often persisted for longer than OzFoodNet reported. OzFoodNet links cases to an 

outbreak through environmental or epidemiological evidence, which can limit the number of 

cases attributed to an outbreak. The model has no such requirements and so may associate 

earlier and more cases with an outbreak than OzFoodNet, estimating longer durations of 

outbreaks. Four outbreaks reported between October 2011 and July 2013 were not considered 

outbreaks by the model, although the smaller peaks in Figure A7 indicate the model detected 

increased cases at these times but explained most cases in these outbreaks using temperature 

and precipitation.  

 

 

Figure A7: Plot of switching model’s use of epidemic (‘yes’) or sporadic (‘no’) modes to 

model cases. 
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Table A4. Outbreaks of salmonellosis in South-East Queensland reported by OzFoodNeta 

(OFN) between 2004 and 2013 and outbreaks detected by the switching model. 

Date of OFN outbreak No. confirmed cases          Date of outbreak from model 

March–April 2004 13 January–April 2004 

April–June 2005 25 March–May 2005 

July 2005 40 August, 2005 

October 2005 6 — 

December 2005 23 December, 2005 –April, 2006 

— — May 2006 

December 2006–March 

2007 

55 December 2006 –May 2007 

May 2007 15 December 2006 –May 2007 

January 2009 20 December 2008 –March 2009 

May 2010 19 January–June 2010 

June 2010 34 January–June 2010 

January–March 2011 49 January–April 2011 

October–December 2011 11 — 

December 2011 6 — 

December 2012-March 

2013 

29 — 

July 2013 22 — 

November 2013 83 October–December 2013 

November-December 2013 13 October–December 2013 

a  Reports available at https://www.health.qld.gov.au/foodsafety/fbdiseases/hpqldsdata.asp 

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/foodsafety/fbdiseases/hpqldsdata.asp
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Part 2: R and JAGS code 

The following section contains the R and JAGS code for the autoregressive regression model 

and the switching model. In the interests of brevity, the code for the standard regression 

model has not been included but is available from the authors. 

 

Example.RData consists of 10 variables with daily values: date, fictional number of 

salmonellosis cases (Salm), mean, minimum and maximum temperatures in degrees Celsius 

(Tmean, Tmin, Tmax), precipitation in mm (Rainavg), binary variable for Queensland public 

holidays (phol), day of the week (dow), variable for days after 1 August 2013 when a new 

pathology test was implemented (qml), and a continuous variable for time.  

 

R code for autoregressive regression model 

 

load('Example.RData')  

library(rjags) 

library(dlnm) # for non-linear temperature 

# Set up the data 

N = nrow(counts) 

weekday.matrix = matrix(data=0, ncol=6, nrow=N) 

for (w in 2:7){ 

         weekday.matrix[,w-1] = as.numeric(counts$dow==w) 

   } 

# Standardise time 

counts$time.c = (counts$time - mean(counts$time)) / sd(counts$time)  

counts$time2 = counts$time.c*counts$time.c  

counts$Tmean.c = counts$Tmean  

counts$Rain.c = counts$Rainavg  

 

# Make lagged counts 

cases = counts$Salm 

counts$Salm.l1 = NA  

counts$Salm.l1[2:N] = cases[1:(N-1)] 

# Smoothed lags 

lag=21 

basis.temp.dlnm = crossbasis(counts$Tmean.c, lag=lag, arglag=list(fun='ns', df=3, cen=20)) 

basis.rain.dlnm = crossbasis(counts$Rain.c, lag=lag, arglag=list(fun='ns', df=3, cen=3.2)) 

basis.temp = basis.temp.dlnm[1:N,] 

basis.rain = basis.rain.dlnm[1:N,] 
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## Count basis 

N.basis.temp = ncol(basis.temp) 

N.basis.rain = ncol(basis.rain) 

## Initial values 

# Regression 

rmodel = glm(Salm ~ Salm.l1 + weekday.matrix + phol + time.c + time2 + qml + basis.rain + 

basis.temp, data=counts, family=poisson()) 

coeff = as.numeric(coefficients(rmodel)) 

inits = list(gamma=coeff[2:length(coeff)], alpha=coeff[1]) 

n.gamma = length(inits$gamma) 

bugs.data = list(N=N, cases=cases, weekday=weekday.matrix, phol=counts$phol, 

time=counts$time.c, time2=counts$time2, basis.temp=as.matrix(basis.temp), 

basis.rain=as.matrix(basis.rain), N.basis.temp=N.basis.temp, N.basis.rain=N.basis.rain, 

qml=counts$qml, cases.l1=counts$Salm.l1, n.gamma=n.gamma, lag=lag) 

print(str(bugs.data)) 

print(str(inits)) 

# Run winbugs 

MCMC = 5000 

thin = 3 

num.chains = 2 

model.file = 'JAGSAR.txt' # JAGS code provided below 

parms = c('alpha','gamma')  

jags = jags.model(model.file, data=bugs.data, n.chains=num.chains, inits=inits) 

update(jags, n.iter=MCMC*2) # burn-in 

res = jags.samples(jags, parms, n.iter=MCMC*thin, thin=thin) # samples 

dic.samples = dic.samples(jags, n.iter=MCMC*thin, thin=thin) # DIC samples 

parms = 'mu' 

mu.res = jags.samples(jags, parms, n.iter=(MCMC/5)*thin, thin=thin) # samples for mu 

# Save the output 

save(basis.rain.dlnm, basis.temp.dlnm, n.gamma, MCMC, thin, num.chains, res, mu.res, 

dic.samples, model.file, file='JAGSresults.standardAR.RData') 

JAGS code for autoregressive regression model 

 

model{ 

# likelihood 

for (i in 1:lag){ 

cases[i] ~ dpois(mu[i]); # for time 1 with no lag 

log(mu[i]) <- alpha + inprod(weekday[i,1:6], gamma[2:7]) + (gamma[8]*phol[i]) + 

(gamma[9]*time[i]) + (gamma[10]*time2[i]) + (gamma[11]*qml[i]); 

} 

for (i in (lag+1):N){ 

cases[i] ~ dpois(mu[i]); 

log(mu[i]) <- alpha + (gamma[1]*cases.l1[i]) + inprod(weekday[i,1:6], gamma[2:7]) + 

(gamma[8]*phol[i]) + (gamma[9]*time[i]) + (gamma[10]*time2[i]) + (gamma[11]*qml[i]) + 
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inprod(basis.rain[i,1:N.basis.rain], gamma[12:(12+N.basis.rain-1)]) + 

inprod(basis.temp[i,1:N.basis.temp], gamma[(12+N.basis.rain):n.gamma]); 

 } # end of time loop 

## priors 

 alpha[1] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001); # intercept 

 for (k in 1:n.gamma){ 

  gamma[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001); # regression parameters 

 } 

 for (k in 1:(lag+1)){ 

  gamma.rain[k] <- gamma[11]  

  gamma.temp[k] <- gamma[12]  

 } 

} 

R code for switching model 

load('Example.RData')  

library(rjags) 

library(dlnm) # for non-linear temperature and precipitation splines 

# Set up the data 

N = nrow(counts) 

weekday.matrix = matrix(data=0, ncol=6, nrow=N) 

for (w in 2:7){ 

  weekday.matrix[,w-1] = as.numeric(counts$dow==w) 

} 

# Standardise time 

counts$time.c = (counts$time - mean(counts$time)) / sd(counts$time)  

counts$time2 = counts$time.c*counts$time.c  

cases = counts$Salm 

counts$Tmean.c = counts$Tmean  

counts$Rain.c = counts$Rainavg  

# Smoothed lags  

lag=21 

basis.temp.dlnm = crossbasis(counts$Tmean.c, lag=lag, arglag=list(fun='ns', df=3, cen=20)) 

basis.rain.dlnm = crossbasis(counts$Rain.c, lag=lag, arglag=list(fun='ns', df=3, cen=3.2)) 

basis.temp = basis.temp.dlnm[1:N,] 

basis.rain = basis.rain.dlnm[1:N,] 

# Count basis 

N.basis.temp = ncol(basis.temp) 

N.basis.rain = ncol(basis.rain) 

## Initial values 

# rho 

cols = cbind(log(cases[2:N]+0.1),log(cases[1:(N-1)]+0.1)) 

rho.init = cor(cols)[1,2] 
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# Regression 

rmodel = glm(Salm ~ weekday.matrix + phol + time.c + time2 + qml + basis.rain + basis.temp, 

data=counts, family=poisson()) 

print(coefficients(rmodel)) 

coeff = as.numeric(coefficients(rmodel)) 

inits = list(rho=rho.init, gamma=coeff[2:length(coeff)], alpha0=c(coeff[1], coeff[1]+0.1), 

P0=c(0.5,NA)) # Two-state Markov  

n.gamma = length(inits$gamma) 

# Add n.gamma and basis 

bugs.data = list(N=N, cases=cases, weekday=weekday.matrix, phol=counts$phol, 

time=counts$time.c, time2=counts$time2, basis.temp=as.matrix(basis.temp), 

basis.rain=as.matrix(basis.rain), N.basis.temp=N.basis.temp, N.basis.rain=N.basis.rain,             

qml=counts$qml, n.gamma=n.gamma, lag=lag) 

print(str(bugs.data)) 

print(str(inits)) 

# Run winbugs 

MCMC = 3000  

thin = 3 

num.chains = 2 

model.file = 'JAGSswitch.txt' # JAGS code provided below 

parms = c('alpha','gamma','rho','P.mat') # Two-state Markov  

jags = jags.model(model.file, data=bugs.data, n.chains=num.chains, inits=inits) 

update(jags, n.iter=MCMC*2) # burn-in 

res = jags.samples(jags, parms, n.iter=MCMC*thin, thin=thin) # samples 

dic.samples = dic.samples(jags, n.iter=MCMC*thin, thin=thin) # DIC samples 

parms = c('epi','mu') 

mu.res = jags.samples(jags, parms, n.iter=(MCMC/5)*thin, thin=thin) # mu and epi samples 

# Save  

outfile = 'JAGSresults.switching.RData' 

save(basis.rain.dlnm, basis.temp.dlnm, n.gamma, MCMC, thin, num.chains, res, mu.res, dic.samples, 

model.file, file=outfile) 

 

JAGS code for lagged switching model 

model{ 

# likelihood 

 for (i in 1:lag) {       # for time 1 with no lag 

    cases[i] ~ dpois(mu[i]); 

  log(mu[i]) <- (alpha[1]*equals(epi[i],1)) + (alpha[2]*equals(epi[i],2))  

          + inprod(weekday[i,1:6], gamma[1:6]) + (gamma[7]*phol[i]) +  

(gamma[8]*time[i]) + (gamma[9]*time2[i]) + (gamma[10]*qml[i]);  

 } 

 for (i in (lag+1):N){ 

  cases[i] ~ dpois(mu[i]); 

  log(mu[i]) <- common[i] + (regression[i]*equals(epi[i],1)) + 

(epidemic[i]*equals(epi[i],2))  

  common[i] <- inprod(weekday[i,1:6], gamma[1:6]) + (gamma[7]*phol[i]) + 

(gamma[8]*time[i]) + (gamma[9]*time2[i]) + (gamma[10]*qml[i]); 

                 regression[i] <- alpha[1]  

  + inprod(basis.rain[i,1:N.basis.rain], gamma[11:(11+N.basis.rain-1)])  
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              + inprod(basis.temp[i,1:N.basis.temp], gamma[(11+N.basis.rain):n.gamma]) 

  epidemic[i] <- alpha[2] + (rho * cases[i-1]); 

 } # end of time loop 

 

## priors 

 for (k in 1:2){ 

  alpha0[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001); # intercepts 

 } 

 alpha[1:2] <- sort(alpha0) 

 rho ~ dunif(-1, 1) # AR(1) 

 for (k in 1:n.gamma){ 

  gamma[k] ~ dnorm(0, 0.001); # regression parameters 

   } 

# Two-state Markov 

    P0[1] ~ dbeta(0.5,0.5) # starting probabilities 

    P0[2] <- 1-P0[1] 

    P.mat[1,2]<- 1-P.mat[1,1] # 2x2 table of probabilities 

    P.mat[2,1]<- 1-P.mat[2,2] 

    P.mat[1,1] ~ dbeta(0.5,0.5) 

    P.mat[2,2] ~ dbeta(0.5,0.5) 

 epi[1] ~  dcat(P0[1:2]) 

 for (i in 2:N) { 

        epi[i] ~ dcat(P.mat[epi[i-1], 1:2]) 

    } 

} 

 


